
REACTLEVITY ANOIALIES

Applicability 

Applies to potential reactivity anomalies.  

Objective 

To require evaluation of reactivity anomalies within the 
reactor.  

Specification 

Following a normalization of the computed boron concentration 
as a function 

of burn-up, the actual boron concentration of the coolant shall be periodical]\" 

compared with the predicted value. If the difference between the observed and 

predicted steady-state concentrations reaches the equivalent of one percent 

in reactivity, the Atomic Energy Commission shall be notified 
within 24 hours 

and an evaluation as to the cause of the discrepancy shall be made and reported 

to the Atomic Energy Commission within 10 days.  

Basis

To eliminate possible errors in the calculations of the initial reactivity 

of the core and the reactivity depletion rate, the predicted relation bet(Seen 

fuel burn-up and the boron concentration, necessary 
to maintain adequate 

control characteristics, must be adjusted (normalized) to accurately reflect 

actual core conditions. When full power is reached initially, and with the 

control rod groups in the desired positions, the boron concentration is 

measured and the predicted curve is ddjusted to this point. As power 

opera tion proceeds, the measured boron concentration is compared 
with the 

predicted concentration and the slope of the curve relating burn-up and 

reactivity is compared with that predicted. 
This proess of normalization 

shall be completed early in core life. Thereafter,- actual boron concentration 

can be compared with prediction, and the reactivity 
status of the core can 

be continuously evaluated. Any reactivity anomaly greater than 1% would be 

unexpected, and its occurrence would be thoroughly investigated 
and evaluated.  

The value of 1% is considered a safe limit 
since a'shutdovn margin of at 

least 1% with the most reactive rod in the fu.lly withdrawn position is' always 

0aintained.  
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

d. Prior to initial opqration above 5% RATED THERMAL POWER after 

each fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e below, 
with the control banks at the maximum insertion limit of 
Specification 3.1.3.5.  

e. When in MODES 3 or 4, at least once per 24 hours by consideration 

of the following factors: 

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration, 

2. Control rod position, 

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature, 

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation, 

5. Xenon concentration, and 

6. Samarium concentration.  

42.1.1.2 The overall core reactivity balance shall be compared-to 
predicted values to demonstrate agreement within + 1% k/k at least once 

per 31 Effective Full Power Days (EFPD). This comparison shall consider 

at least those factors stated in Specification 4.1.1.1.1.e, above.  
The predicted reactivity values shall be adjusted (normalized) to corre

spond to the actual core conditions prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of 

60 Effective Full Power Days after each fuel loading.  
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